Functionally related genes co-evolve, probably due to selection pressures during evolution, This phenomenon leads to conservation of gene clusters across genomes, especially in microbial genomes. In this paper, we propose novel iterative constraint relaxation algorithms which make use of genome contexts to effectively remove noise and ex-
Introduction
It is a well known fact that due to strong selection pressure in evolution, functionally related genes evolve together and they are often found as clusters in multiple genomes. Among the previous works, Overbeek et. al. [5] studied gene clusters to infer functional coupling. Genes are matched between two genomes using two concepts, pairs of close bidirectional best hits (PCBBHs) and pairs of close homologs (PCHs), where the term close means the physical proximity, say within 300 bp. The clustered PCBBH and PCH gene clusters were analyzed to predict de novo purine biosynthesis and glycolysis metabolic pathways. In this paper, we present a novel gene cluster prediction algorithm, EGGS, that utilizes these genome context based sequence matching techqniues.
Problem Description
In case where family classification information of genes in the genome set is known, this problem can be thought as predicting sets of families in multiple genomes by interpreting a genome as a sequence of families, and modeled as gene team [2, 3, 7, 8] .
The problem being addressed in this paper is, given pairwise similarity and position information between protein coding genes, to extract conserved gene clusters in two or more genomes without family classification information. One of the most well accepted formulation of the conserved gene cluster prediction problem is to search for patterns with optimal scores. FISH [4] and DAGchainer [1] are two recent algorithms based on the optimization problem formulation. For example, FISH finds all maximal k-clumps for a directed acyclic graph where vertices are genes. If two genes are within a neighborhood distance, then there is an edge between the corresponding vertices. Since all gene matches are treated equally, the score of a clump is simply the number of points (gene matches), thus this problem can be easily formulated as a recursive scoring function, which can be solved using a dynamic programming technique.
Motivation
The most common approach of tackling this problem is to use a similarity score as a cutoff in the hope that noise gets filtered out by this cutoff. Then gene clusters are predicted by computing clusters with optimal scores, e.g., FISH [4] and DAGchainer [1] . There are a couple of problems with this approach.
1. Once a particular cutoff is applied, all the data points above this cutoff will be treated with same significance. It becomes hard to distinguish between noise and true gene clusters.
2.
It is not necessary that gene pairs in the conserved regions have very high similarity score. For example, matching six genes in H+-ATPase subunit operons in B. burgdorferi and T. pallidum, two subunits E and K matches quite weakly, but these are recognizable when they co-occur with highly significant subunits A,B,D,I.
We propose an iterative constraint relaxation algorithm which will effectively filter out noise and extract conserved gene clusters without compromising on the accuracy factor. In particular, We use genome context to classify data points into different levels of significance. Data points of highly significant matches can be reliably used to form the anchor regions. Weak matches when considered along with strong matches might become significant. We classify the sequence matching data into four levels of significance using genome context.
Four levels of significance in sequence matching
The algorithm basically thrives on the concept of 'genome context'. Our algorithm utilizes three different genomic contexts introduced by Overbeek et al. [5] , thus four levels of significance from least to most significant. Level 1: Pairwise sequence similarity without genome context Gene pairs g a , g b from genomes G a , G b whose pair wise similarity score is above a particular Z-score threshold (say > 200). Level 2: Bi-directional Best Hit (BBH) Gene pair g a , g b from genomes G a , G b respectively form BBH if and only if the best matching gene for g a in genome G b is g b and the best matching gene for g b in genome G a is g a Level 3: Pair of Close Homologues (PCH) PCH is a relaxed version of PCBBH. The BBH condition is relaxed and the gene pairs with recognizable similarity (say Z-score >= 300) are considered ( Fig. 1 ). Level 4: Pair of Close BBH (PCBBH) A set of genes will form a 'run' if they occur on the same strand and the distance between adjacent genes is <= 300 base pairs. Genes occurring within a particular 'run' are termed as 'close'. A pair of 'close' BBHs will form a PCBBH (Fig.  1) .
Each of the above concepts introduce certain constraints and provide a 'genomic context'. BBH introduces a constraint of Bi-directional genome wide best hit. PCBBH and PCH demand physical proximity between the gene hits. PCBBH  196  187  9  PCH  595  455  140  BBH  2079  1126  953  FASTA  5409  2843  2566   Table 1 . Gene matches at the four match significance levels. pairT denotes the total number of matches, pairC the number of correct matches by each method, and pairI the number of incorrect matches by each method.
# pairsT # pairsC # pairsI

Empirical evaluation of four sequence matching levels
We evaluated the performance of four match significance levels using two moderately close genomes Escherichia Coli K12 and Mycobacterium Tuberculosis. The evaluation was done using COG [6] family classification: Below is the statistics for the pariwise match data. Total number of gene pairs in the FASTA result : 36104 Total number of pairs having same COG : 5330 Total number of pairs having different COG : 30774 The Table 1 summarizes gene matches at four significance levels. As can be seen from the table above, each of these contexts different specificity and sensitivity. Naturally, we use a method with higher specificty first.
Gene cluster extraction algorithm : PairEGGS
The algorithm starts off with the most stringent constraint PCBBH and then relaxes gene matches using PCH and BBH. All along the algorithm, two constraints distance(proximity) and similarity are relaxed iteratively to achieve highly accurate gene cluster predicitons. Below are the steps of the algorithm.
Compute PCBBHs and PCHs.
2. Construct a horizontal graph where nodes are PCBBH and PCH quartets (see Figure 2 ) by resolving any conflict by favoring PCBBH as shown in Figure 3 and an edge is created if a match pair is shared between two nodes. 6. Create a new graph local graph out of the newly added gene pairs. Add edges between 'close'(< 3000bp) nodes.
7. Extract the connected components from the local graph; this is to bundle nearby match pairs and create new nodes for the hypergraph. Add the resulting clusters of match pairs to the hyper graph.
8. Relax the distance constraint further and merge close(<4000bp) nodes in the hyper graph.
9. Postprocess the clusters and remove those smaller than a preset threshold (say, > 3 gene pairs) MutliEGGS combines gene clusters from PairEGGS to predict gene clusters common to three genomes. The gene cluster prediction is performed in two steps. The first step is to find genes g in a genome G A that belongs to a cluster from a pair of genomes, say G A and G B , but not present in clusters in another pair of genomes say G A and G C . Then the second step is to extend the cluster in a pair of genomes, G A and G B , by including a match in G C to g in G A . See Figure 4 for illustration of the extension procedure.
Thus MultiEGGS starts with computing clusters in all pairwise genomes and then considers all three genome combinations, G A , G B and G C , extending pairwise clusters in every three possible ways, say with respect to G A , to G B and then G C . Each extension, say in G C using pairwise clusters in G A − G B , is not limited by the physical proximity, thus it can find larger clusters. See Figure 4 for illustration of extending the pairwise gene clusters.
Note that the rationale is the same as the one in PairEGGS, leveraging the fact that genes appearing in multiple genomes as a group is statistically significant since initial selection of genes for extension is limited by physically neighboring gene clusters.
Experimental Results from PairEGGS
We compared our algorithm with FISH, Fast Implementation of Segmental Homology [4] . DAGchainer did not produce gene clusters in its default settings, probably because the default settings are for eukaryotes. Compared to FISH, EGGS is able to extract longer gene clusters and trim out the noise effectively. The comparison was made against FISH with genome pairs involving different levels of conserved gene stretches. Apart from looking at the graphical results of the outputs produced by these algorithms, we analyzed the statistical characteristics ('Maximum Cluster Size', 'Minimum Cluster Size', 'Total number of Clusters', 'Average Cluster Size', 'Standard Deviation' and 'The total number of distinct genes predicted from both the genomes') to gain further insights into their performance. Table 2 summarizes gene cluster prediction results from four genome pairs: Escherichia coli K12 (NC 000913) vs. Salmonella typhimurium LT2 (NC 003197), Corynebacterium diphtheriae (NC 002935) vs. Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv (NC 000962), Chlamydophila pneumoinae (NC 005043) vs. Parachlamydia sp. UWE25 (NC 005861), and Sulfolobus tokodaii (NC 003106) vs. Sulfolobus solfataricus (NC 002754). EGGS generated longer gene clusters in all four cases than FISH. EGGS is able to trim out noise effectively and extract the conserved gene clusters. In particular, FISH failed to predict any gene cluster for the Sulfolobus tokodaii (NC 003106) vs. Sulfolobus solfataricus (NC 002754) pair, but EGGS predicted long gene clusters with the biggest one of 99 genes. The reason is that the pairwise gene comparison data is so dense and signals for gene clusters are not clear compared to noisy pairs as shown in Figure 5 .
Experimental Results from MultiEGGS
To test how MultiEGGS performs, we used five bacterial genomes: NC 000913 Escherichia coli K12, NC 004337 Shigella flexneri 2a str. 301, NC 004088 Yersinia pestis KIM, NC 004347 Shewanella oneidensis MR-1, NC 003197 Salmonella typhimurium LT2. Table 3 shows the summary of gene clusters predicted from 10 three-genome sets. There are 1141 clusters common to three genomes. The largest cluster from NC 004088.NC 003197.NC 004337 contains 118 genes that are common all three genes and 936 clusters out of 1141 clusters are size of five genes or more. Many clusters contains blocks of genes that are physically separated and inverted.
Runtime
Given all pairwise comparison of proteins, EGGS runs very fast enough to provide service on the web at http://platcom.org/EGGS.
1 Note that all pairwise comparison of proteins is available at several public resources such as PLATCOM http://platcom.org [9] or Comprehensive Microbial Resource at TIGR http://cmr.tigr.org. We ran MultiEGGS on a Linux machine with a dual Intel 1.7Ghz CPU and 4GB main memory. The memory usage is negligible. Runtimes of MultiEGGS for 10 three genomes ranged from 24.3 to 88 seconds.
Correctness of predicted gene clusters
Measuring the correctness of predicted gene clusters are done using COG classification and then annotation information when COG assignment information is not available. We excluded all "hypothetical genes" for measuring the correctness. There were a number of hypothetical genes in the predicted clusters, which could be used for characterizing un-annotated genes. Since measuring accuracy with annotation information is subjective, we are not able to provide an exact number for accuracy of predicted clusters. Our manual inspection, with the automatic evaluation using COG assignment, shows all gene clusters predicted are correct. Gene clusters with annotation information is available on the web at http://platcom.org/EGGS.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel iterative constraint relaxation framework and showed that this model can generate highly accurate gene cluster predictions. Exploiting the fact that low significant matches can become significant when they co-occur with high significant matches, we start off with very high significant matches (PCBBH, PCH) and iteratively relax the similarity constraint to incorporate low significant matches.
PairEGGS, that generates gene clusters in a pair of genomes, produced significantly larger gene clusters than FISH. MultiEGGS, that combines gene clusters from genome pairs, was shown to produce gene clusters with as many as 118 genes. Both PairEGGS and Multi-EGGS runs fast enough to provide service on the web (http://platcom.org/EGGS).
Future work includes extending MultiEGGS to more than three genome cases and computing p-values for clusters. We also plan to add a more flexible, user-friendly visualization system by modifying our multiple genome alignment visualization system called COMPAM [10] .
